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ABSTRACT

ess

The Version £ OATA step processor manag<!s the working storage

This tutorial- updates- a talk given at previous SUGis that discussed
the functions of the SAS"'supervisorduring the compilation-and -exe-eution of aSAS OATA step program. Under Version -6 of the SAS
System, the SAS supervisor provides interface -5efVices at a higher
level than before, and its primary actiVity in this oontext is to determine whether a DATA or PROe step is being invoked. Once
invoked •. the DATA step controls its own environment during-both
compile and,executiorr-phases, This- tutoriatpresents alcgical model
describiflg-both--the--compile-and -execution time actions of-the DATA

areas- used- by the- DATA step program. Under Version, 5, a variety
of work areas. buffers, and flags were created and used tocontroi
execution time processIng, Under Version 6, much of the wor1<. that
-was-previousl-y-done-at execution -ttme-is'handled-thr-ough the generat~on. of· machine code- spe€ifie-to· t-he- f(d(.l€t~oo& beWt~. peri€ln:r:led 8I'ld.
is discussed- in- Optimi-zatioR- of Executable tmage later in this
paper._ln this w.ay.', perior.marlce.is. improved:since:the.logieal; evaluations are- perfurmed- at compile- time-once-, and not at execution timefOf every' ihptJf observatlbn~ The' strucrure- of the' internal; work areas
has also been changed substantially. In Version 5. the Program Data
Vector (POV) was malntalned as a contlguous storage area for aJI
the variables rererenced' in- a DATA step- program. fn Version 6, tile
PDV no longer exists as a physical entily. Instead, a logical PDV
wnose stota.ge. is. not cootJguous-. 8fId that is. optimized to- ih':lpr.tWe.
execution -time -performanoe is utilized;.

step processor.

INTRODUCTION
There is a distinct compile step and execufton step for each DATA
or PROe step in a SAS job. The DATA and PROC steps are com'piled and executed. independently: according to their ~equenr::e in. the
program. In particular, the first DATA or PROC step IS CO~PIIed and
then- executed; followed- by the compilation and executlon- of the
next DATA or PROe step,_ and so. on,_ This tutorial. concentrates_ orr.
DATA step processing.. Wi:thin the, DATA step.,_ thea:ctiy;ities. at the.
SAS System can be categ_orized as follows:

~o

Engine SuperviSor and the SAS Data Mode!

Data access under- Release 6-.06- is supported by a new concept:the' SAS data model. There are- three- main components- at the SAS
data model: <lata storage,data access, arn:t~. ltrese are
briefly-summarized-in the fellowing sections. The reader_shoulch:efer

to Chapter 6 01 SAS Language: Referene" Version 6, First Edition
fQ(. details.

• compiling SAS DATA step source code
• optimizing the executable image-

Dam~

• executing the resultant machine code.

In- V-ersion 5- of- the SAS- System-, SAS- data sets were- physical'structUfes that stued, the data values and- the descriptor information- in
the' sarne· file: Release' SJ'i)& Multiple' Engifle' ArchiteehJre- makes- it
possible_ to use- SAS- data sets, in two. forms. fn one- form, the d~
values. -and· descr.iptor: intar.rnatiQf.l, are- Qb-tained tram, 1tI~ 'sarna tile-.
In the other fonn, only the information- necessary- to- derive t-he
descriptor. infur.r.r.latiott and data \taItJe5: is: stored in:the: file: that r.eptesen-ts-the--SAS -data set. T-he4escrip-tor infoFmatiGR -and ·data-valuesare- derived: from other sources using this information. Within a
DATAsIeJl; ,;1 access ro a SAS_set is handled by 111" VOengine
supervisor.

Gaining a -complete understanding of how the -user'-s DATA step
controlled by.thi> DATA stev processor-is crucial ta usingc
the SAS System. mor.e. effecthcelY. This, tutorIal first c;fiscusses. the.
chang9& in the-processing, 9flVifQnment. for: Release-6·.QS·of· the SAS
Syslem ..·Nexl.1he·processing,·aoti.ities·wilhineach·of,_·phases,
listed above are addressed-.

~ is

RELEASE 6.06 ENVIRONMENT
The- SAS- supervisor controls the- overall processing of- a SAS iob.
In Version 5, the supervisor had much more control over the details
of DATA step processing than in Version 6,. Under- Version 6; thesupervisor derermines whether to invoke-the-DATA step or a procedure. Once the supervisor has determined-that a OAT A step is to
be invoked, it provides basic services such-as· parsing- the input SAS
statements as' directed by-the DATA step processor. The- actual' processing of a DATA step program, however, is controlled by the
DATA step processor..

A-SASdata -set-is called -a -SA5-data file if-it is implemented'in 'a 'form
that contains- both- the data values- and- the descriptor informat~on-.
When you obtai'n- a -lis-t of flies in a SAS data -library:, SAS data files
have the member type data.

A SAS- data set is- a SAS- data view- if it is implemented-in- a form
that obtains 'the descriptor information Of data values, or both-, from
other files-. Only the information necessary- to- derive' the descriptor
informatlOn- or data- values is- stOfe(f in the- -file of member type- view-.

The- DATA -step processor is responsible- for -checking: -the -syntax:
of the DATA step code, creating the executable image, and invoking-that ·executable imag<!"" llroduce _desired"u\;>tlt.

_Access
In:Versian.6;_ dataaraaecessedby,engines._ Enginesarean-1rIter'face
between-the user's programand'tne data; they-isolate the pmgram
f-rom- the physical: details of how- the data are stored. Engines

Access to SAS data sets is now controlled by the_liD engine_superv:i_
sor. The 110 engine supervisor is a significant change from Version
S ill how data are accessed. The- version 5 concept ot a SAS data
.et ha. been <"Placed by the Veffiion 1) SAS<lata model.
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that, at execution time, are used in the creation of the desired outM
put. The following is a partial list of the more Important actions taken
during compilation of a DATA step:

are sets of Intemal instructions the SAS System uses to read from
and write to flies. Engines open files, direct input/output operations,
and gather descriptive information about files and their contents.
The foliowing list describes important features of engines:

• syntax scan

• Every SAS data set and SAS data library is accessed
through an engine.

• translation from SAS source code to machine code

• Engines detennine certain processing characteristics of
SAS data sets. For example, some engines are readMonly,
whBe other engines limit whether you can locate records by
observation number.

• definition of input and output files including variable names,
their locations, and their attributes

• The SAS System, by default, generally selects the
appropriate engine to use when accessing a file. However,
for certain purposes, you must specify the engine you want
the SAS System to use.

• specification of variables to be written to the output SAS
data set

• creation of the Logical Program Data Vector

• specification of variables that are to be initialized to missing
between iterations of the DATA step and during read
operations

• The SAS System may use more than one engine during the
execution of a DATA step or procedure. For example, the
SAS System may use one engine to read from an input data
set and another engine to write observations to the output
data set

• passing of information to the 1/0 engine supervisor, that
determines the index to be used.
The last four actions in the above list are among the topics discussed in the following subsections.

Indexes
SAS data files can be indexed by one or more variables, known as
key variables. A SAS Index contains the data values of the key van..
able or variables paired with k>cation identifiers for the observations
oontaining the values. The value/identifier pairs are ordered in a
B-tr.. structure that enables the engine to perfonn a binary search
by key values. Therefore, by using an index, the SAS System can
quickly locate the observations associated with a data value or
range of data values. SAS indexes are classified as regular or c0mposite, according to the number of key variables whose values make
up the index.

Local Compile Time Statements
At compile time, two statements, BY and WHERE. affect how a program executes. These are local statements, meaning their location
within the OAT A step is critical to how they are Interpreted. In Version 5 (under mainframe enviroMlents), the BY statement was
global, meaning that it applied to any and all SET, MERGE, or
UPDATE statements in the DATA step. In Version 6, the BY statement applies only to the last encountered SET, MERGE, or UPDATE
statement. There are at least two implications from this behevicr.
First, it is no longer necessary for all the data sets referenced in
every SET, MERGE, or UPDATE statement in the DATA step to
contain the BY variables; only the last encountered SET, MERGE,
or UPDATE must have data sets containing the BY variables. Second, a DATA step with a BY statement can also contain a SET statement wnh the POiNT option as long as the BY statement follows
a different SET, MERGE, or UPDATE statement. Uke the BY statement, the WHERE statement is local and applies only to the last
encountered SET, MERGE, or UPDATE statement.

The Index data structure can be logically represented as illustrated
in Figure 1. For each index, the observation numbers tor data with
the specified values of the index variable or variables can be quickly
identified. Note that our sample data have three Indexes.
Sample Data
085

10NO
4X
4X

3

1T

4

3A

TYPE

... UNITPRCE. ..

A
B
B
A
A
B

50
30
40
10

1T
4X

Other Compile Time Statements
All of the following statements (nonexecutable or information stateM
ments) do all of their work at compile time:

2Q

50

• DROP
IDNOlndex:

IDNQTYPE Index:

IONO

IDNO

OBS·N*

1T~:
3R---+4

4X~~

TYPE
OBS-W
lToooo:::::::--+A-----+5

UNITPRCE Index:

UNITPRCE

• KEEP

OBS-N"

• LABEL

3R--+-A---+4

10---+4
20---+5
30-->2

4X~A-----+l

"'---->3

• RENAME

---... B---+ 3

---'B~:

• RETAIN
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Their location within the OAT A step code is irrelevant; they can be
placed anywhere wnhin the DATA step program.

"Nota: 08S-N is a "pointer" to the physical obsofVation number.

The following statements also do all of their work at compile time,
but their placement is important since they will detennine the attributes of any variable whose first reference is in one of these statements:

COMPILE TIME PROCESSING
During compilation, the DATA step directs the creation of both permanent and temporary On thet they "disappear" after the compilation or execution of the cUlTent DATA step) entnies. The primary
permanent entity is the directory or header portion of the output
SAS data set, which the 1/0 engine supervisor creetes at the direction of the DATA step (the data are added to the data set at execution time). The temporary entities indude a variety of work areas

• ARRAY
• ATTRIB
• FORMAT/INFORMAT
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• LENGTH

The use of these rUles for the sample program is illustrated below
for the sample progfam in Figure Z:

Creation of the Logical Program Data Vector

• Dropped special -variables:

The Logical Program -Data Vector -(POJ{) -is a set of buffers that
includes all variables referenced either explicitly or implicitly' in the
DATA -step. It -is -created -at-compile--time, then- used- at execution

• FIRST.lDNO
• lAST.ION.O

time as the location where the working- values of variables are storedas they are processed by the DATA step program.

.FlRST.TYPE

In Version 501- the SAS System,. the logical_entity known as. the PDV
actually -repr-esented a oontiguous -data storage area.1n Version-6,
however, one area is used to store infurmatiOn on variable attributes
and- four other- areas Bre set up to store data values for retained
numeric. unretained numeric, retained -character, and unr-etained
dlaracter-da.ta. -For tne.-purpose-of thiS.-fLttcr.iat, we-use -the t.erm-L-og-ical PDV to represent the functlons performed ny these memory:

.lAST.TYPE
• ..ERRDR_
• .cN_
• Dropped: by til" DROP statement:

segments.
~UNITPRCE

Variables are added to the Logical PDV variable attribute area
sequentially as they are encountered during the parsing and interpretation of SAS sour-ce statements. The following rures are -used
in defining· the variables and their att-ributes to· the Logical. PDV:

• QUANTITY
• Dropped from output data set SALES by tile DROP ~
option:

1. A variable is added as .it .first occurs {explicit -Of implicit),in
the SAS-souroo-statements.

• DISCOUNT
• SALESAMT

2. DROP and KEEP statements and output data set name
parameters -ar-e. ignor-ed ,for ,the -purposes of adding.
variables to the' Logical· POV.

• Dropped from output data set DETAIL by tile

DROP~

()pt~on(

3. The SAS automatic variables (for example, _N_ ancL
ERROR_) are always added. The variable _L is added- if
the- implicit form· of the- ARRAY statement is' present in the
OAT A step program.

• TOTSALES

• rOtiJSCNT

4. Variables can be implicitly referenced and thus added by
SET, MERGE, or UPDATE statements. The DROP_

• Final list of variables to be output for SALES:

• TOTSALES

KEEP data set name parameters used on an input data set
affect which variables ar-e added from -that data -set.

• TOTDSCNT

5. If a BY statement is specified for a SET, MERGE, or

.IDNO

UPDATE staIemerIt.lhen a set "I FIRST.. and LAST_
variables, are addec:L. corresponding, ff}.. the- variables in. the
BY -statement.

• TYPE
• .Rhal' JiSt of vartables to be output .for DETAIL:

The 'use of 1hese -rules. 'is. illustrated. for a sample program. in. Figure

2.
Specification of Variables for Output

.1YPE

The specification of the list of variables to be copied'from the Logical
PDV to the output SAS data set is accomplished using the following
rules:

~SALeSAMT

• DISCOUNT

1. All SAS special variables (for example, ~_, _ERROR_,
END~, IN~, POINT~, FIRST. and LAST. variables, and

Initialization to Missing Values
The specification of the variables that are to be initialized to miSSing
between each iteration of the DATA step program is accomplished
when variables are assigned to one of four data storage areas. The
four possible: areas in: which., a variable: can: be: stored are areas tor
unretained numeric, unretained character,. retained numeric and
retained' character variables.. These asslgnmenfs,.like the specification-otvariables to·be output, are definedatcompilatime.andcarmot
bechanged.atexecuti""Iime. lheflJllowitlycat.egol:ies.otll2riables.
are assignecf to· retained: storage- areas:

implicit ARRAY indices) are dropped from the list of
variables to be output.

2. If both the DROP and KEEP statements· are present,
variables, that appear in at least one KEEP statement and
do not appear ih any DROP statement are kepL

3. Variables referenced: in DROP or KEEP' statements. but nat
defined in the Logical· POV generate error messages.
4. DROP and KEEP' data set optiOns apply logiC similar to rule
2. However, vafiabtes' referenced' in' a DROP or KEEP
option but not present in the set of variables befng
processed do not generate error messages.

t. all: SAS· special: variabfes.
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Z. all variables listed in _a RETAIN- statement. It an array name
is listed, it causes the Ust of variables that constitute- the
array to be retained_ The following forces_ aU variables into
retained storage:

which. if any, Indexes are: eligjb1e far use by- the BY statement and
the- WHERE statement or data set option;
The following rules determine the indexes eJigible f.or use by the BY
statement:'

RE!rAI1I;

3. aU variables that are the accumulator variable -(the variable
to the left of the

1. ExclUde index-es ·constructed- with the NOMlSS- option.

+ signl in a SUM statement.

2. If a single BY variable was specified-, and it matches a
variable in a regular index or it matches the first variable in
a -composite-.key -ifltfeK, -t:tI& Jt:n:iEoc Js= eligible- for use.

4. all variables tnat are elements of an ARRAY statement,
-when- the -array -name- appears -io- the -accumulator position
of a SUM- statement.. This- is an enhancement from- Version

3. Otherwise if the BY- statement contains m variables and the
first n(1' <=n< =m~' variables- match. in order._ tne nrst n
variables in a composite key ihdex, that ihdex is eligible for
use. Within each subgroup of data defined- by the first n
variati'Ie5,_ the data must be in sort order on. the remafning
m-n variables.

5.
5. all variables read from data sets with a SET, MERGE, or
UPDATE statement.

These rules ar-e :illustrated' below -for the sample program g~ven :in
Figure 2:

The- followfng, rules apply, to, the- WHERE statement and data set
opt--ion:

• Retained numetic area:
• JL (Rule 1)

t. Exclude -indexes -constructed

w~th -the NOM!SS -option -if the
expression compares the index variables with a missing
value.

• _ERROFL (Rule 1)
• FlRSTJDNO(Rule 1)

2~

• LASTJDN.O (Rule 1)

• FiRSLTYPE (RUle l)

if a single -variable -is- -used in 1.tJe. eq!)I'essioo· -and- there -is'·a
regular index- for that variabltt or that variable' is- first in· 8:
"""'POSite index. the index is potentially ellgil~a

3. If multiple variables are used- and- the- expression- can· be·

• V.ST.TYl'E(flule 1)

reconstructed_ as follows:

• TOTSAt.ES {Rules 2" and 3)

(ttpressiml.

~

us±nlI -oJlb.r: indend -v:ar_iahles.;)

All.

• TOTOSCNT -(Rules 2 and 3)

(remainde-r -of e--Jrpu!J9i'on'l

• 1000 (Rule 5)

so-Ihatlhe variables in t h e _ specify" supersetollhe
conditiorr selected by the expression, ttre index is

• UNffPRCE {Rule 5j

~eligiblec -Rlf-_Ie;~._an_

exists for IDNO, the expression IDNO<100 AND
QUANTITY> 10 can be split into

• QUAN.TITY (Rule 5)

expression fragment usinq only indued

• Uhretained· numeric area:

-variables~

I-DNO<100

AN.

remainder' of expr'ession: QUANTITY>10

• SAt.ESAMT

whereas 1000<100 OR QUANTITY> 1 00 cannot be .

• DISCOUNT

4. A potentiatly eligible- index is- etigible- it. based on a unifoml
distribution of values of the index variables, less than 50%
of the data satisfy the expressiOn. This number is an
approximation; 'it can vary depending on an internal costing
algorithm. The index is used if the costing algO!1thm
indicates that its use will be ~cheaperft than nonindexed
access. For exampte-, -if an- index exists'1uf PRtCE and theran,ge of values is from 1 to 100, the index is eligible for

• Retained_ character area:
• TYPE (Rule 5)

_01_

• Unretained character area:
-(nonelnthis-example)

WHERE uaITPRCE > 80;

since-.it js HCI-'E"' Ie ,- that 11'le index- will; select 200/.0 of thedata. but not fur

The presence of a BY (without either the NOTSORTEO or
DESCENDIN.G keywords) or a WHERE statement (or WHERE data
set option) may result in the use of. an index in accessing- the- data.
The SAS programmer has no direct control- over whether an index
15 to be used. U a BY -statement 'dictates the- use -of -an index, the
data need not be sorted; use of an index forces the engine to
retrieve -the data sorted 00 the values of the -inde)( -keys.

since U is expected that the ~ndex will select 60% of the
data.
Once index eligibility is determined. the following rules determine
which index to use:

At compile time, the DATA step processor passes information on
any BY statements and WHERE statements or options to the -1/0
engine supervisor, which considers whether to use an index in
accessing the data. The 110 engine supervisor first determines

1'. Ifboth BY'and-WHERFare present. take the intersection
to- subset the- eligible- set.
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program. In Version 6, the generated oode inclUdes an ITM ~nHialize
to missing) instruction at the appropriate points in the code. In addition, since retained and unretained data values are stored In separate areas of the Logical PDV, execution of the ITM instruction does
not require looping through all of the variables and checking to see
which ones are retained and, therefore, should not be Initialized to
missing. Instead, whole blocks of adjacent memory, allocated for
unretained variables, are initialized at once.

2. If the intersection is empty, the eligible set are the BY
indexes.
3. If only one of the statements is present use its eligi"'e

indexes.
4. If more than one index remains
8. If a BY statement is present, use the index with the
most variables (largest value of n).

Handling of Explicit Versus Oefauh OUtput

b. Otherwise. when a WHERE statement is present,
based on a uniform distribution of values, use the
index that will select the smallest subset of data.

Incorporation of the appropriate output routine is now handled at
compile time. In previous releases, an output statement present flag
was created and set at compile time and then checked at execution
time to determine whether or not a default output routine needed
to be called at the end of each pass of the DATA step. In Version
6, the generated executable code will already contain the appropriate output routine, invoked at the appropriate point in the code, and
no flag checking needs to be done at execution time.

The use of these rules is illustrated below for the sample program:
Eligible BY:

IDNO
IDNOTYPE

Eliglble WHERE:

UNITPRCE

Intersection:
Index To Use:

null

Method of Identifying Nexl Observation

IDNOTYPE

The criteria by which the 110 engine supervisor determines whether
or not an index is to be used was discussed in a previous section.
Another action of the 110 engine supervisor at compile time is to set
up a function pointer that indicates how the next observation is to
be selected at execution time. One of four basic methods is identified based on information available at compile time.

OPTIMIZATION OF EXECUTABLE IMAGE
The Version 6 DATA step compiler generates executable code dif-

ferently from the Version 5 compiler. In general, the code generated
by the DATA step compi~r is more self contained, such that much

to Read

If no Index is to be used

less execution time intervention by the SAS DATA step processor
is required. Functions that were previously handled by checking
flags or looping through buffers at execution time are now incorporated into the generated executable code at compile time. Some
examples of this optimization process are described in the following
subsections.

1. and no WHERE expression is present
• A sequential read is employed
2. and a WHERE expression is present
• Do until the WHERE expression is true:

looping Control

1. Point to the next observation.

During the DATA step code optimization, the compiler examines the
code submitted by the programmer and generates the most efficient
DATA step k>op. The flow of the looping process is illustrated in
Figure 3. If a LIST statement is issued or errors occur within DATA
step code (that is, _ERROR_..., =0), control is transferred out of the
DATA step code back to the DATA step execution supervisor for
processing, and then control is returned to the DATA step code.
Since the looping process is now entirely under the control of the
DATA step, there Is no longer an efficiency gain realized when all
observations are read and written inside of an explicitly coded DO
loop. The generated code produced by the compiler would be the
same, whether or not a controlling DO loop were coded.

2. Examine that observation to determine if the
WHERE expression is true.
If an index is to be used
1. and no WHERE expression is present
• Data are accessed using the index
2. and a WHERE expression is present
• Do until the full WHERE expression is

r-DATA Step Processor- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---1
DATA Step

_ERROR_~"0

only indexed variables is met:

r- Generated Object Code· 1

1

Execution - - - - - - - - 1 1 -... Generated Loop
Supervisor
I

I
I

........,o=,7L"IS"'T"'i"nv=o"kc-ed".---I---I

true:

1. Do until the WHERE expression fragment using

I

• Point to the next observation based on the

I

Index.

I
I

• Examine that observation to determine If the
WHERE expression fragment Is true.

I
I

I
I

2. Examine the observation to determine If the
remainder of the WHERE expression is true.

I

I
I
1__________ ...J

----------------------------~
Initialize

EXECUTION TIME ACTIVITIES

to Missing (ITM) Instruction

Once the DATA step has been successfully compiled and optimized,
the execution phase of the DATA step can begin. In a typical SAS
job, the logical flow of control is the iterative execution of machine
oode that:

In Version 5, initialization of data values in the PDV to missing was
handled by the SAS supervisor, usually when control of processing
was returned to the supervisor between passes of the DATA step
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1. initializes variables to missing.

The SET statement When a SET statement references more than
one SAS data set, and no BY statement is present, the data sets
listed In the SET statement are concatenated. The follOwing actions
are performed when the SET statement is executed:

2. executes the statements in the DATA step program.
3. outputs observations to a SAS data set, if not previously
directed by the user; this is the default OUTPUT statement
if no OUTPUT statement was compiled.

1. Determine which data set is to be read and set IN = and
END= variable values.

The details of what happens during the execution of the DATA step
program (step 2 above) are controlled by the user in his or her SAS
code. Steps 1 and 3 are handled directly by the generated machine
code, which includes instructions to perform the initialization and
output.

2. Identify the next observation to reacL
3. If the SET statement will read from a different data set
than was read on its last execution, the ITM command is
executed to assign missing values for variables that will not
be read from the current data set

The diagram given in FIgure 4 presents the details of execution time
processing:

4. Copy the values of variables from the selected observation
in the current data set to the Logical PDV, uncompressing
the input if necessary.

1. During the INITIALIZATION phase, the generated machine
code executes the ITM command to assign missing values
to all variables stored in the unretained character and
numeric portions of the Logical PDV.

When a SET statement referencing more than one SAS data set
has a BY statement associated with it, the data sets listed in the
SET statement are interleaved. The following actions are performed
when the SET statement is executed:

2. The programming statements that compose the DATA step
are executed, supplying values for the variables in the
Logical PDV.

1. Identify the next observation in each data set.

a. When executing the read operation (for this generic
case, assume a simple SET statement) the generated
machine code invokes the UO engine supervisor to
select the next observation to read. The function
pointer logic generated during the optimization of the
executable image (discussed above) is used.

2. Select a data set to read by looking ahead to the values of
the variables in the BY statement for the next observation
in each data set. Set -values -for -IN-= and ENO-= -variabfes.
3. If the observation to be read is the first observation to be
read for a new BY group, then do the following:
a. Set the appropriate FIRST. variables to 1.

b. If no more data, end the DATA step program, returning
control to Itle SAS DATA step processor.

b-. Execute the ITM command to assign- missing values- to
variables that will not be read from the selected data
set.

c. Otherwise, copy the variables from the observation in
the input data set to the Logical PDV, set the values of
any appropriate special variables, and return control to
the next executable DATA step statement immediately
following the read operation statement.

4. If the SET statement will read from a different data set
than was read on its last execution, regardless of whether
the BY group changes, the ITM command is executed to
assign missing values to variables that will not be read
from the selected data set.

3. At the end of the iteration of the DATA step, or whenever
an OUTPUT statement is executed, the generated machine
code instructs the 110 engine supervisor to copy the
variables in the Logical PDV that are to be kept to the
output SAS data set. If the COMPRESS option is on,
adjacent repeating_ characters are compressed.

5. Copy variable values to the Logical PDV from the selected
observation in the selected data set, uncompressing the
input if necessary.
6. Identity the next observation In the selected data set.

Read Operation Details

7. Look ahead to the values of the variables in the BY
statement for the next observation in each data set If"
there are no mOfe observations for this BY group, then set
the· appropriate· LAST. variables to-1-.

The SAS read operations SET and MERGE perform two general
actions when executed:
• The ITM command is executed to initialize to missing the
set of variables that will not be contributed by a read from
the current data set. This operation is optimized such that in
many cases nothing is perlormed.

The MERGE Statement When a MERGE statement with no BY
statement is present, the observations in the data sets listed on the
MERGE statement are merged one-to-one. The following actions
are performed when the MERGE statement is executed:

• Copy variable values from one or more SAS data sets to
the Logical PDV.

1. Identify the next observation in each data set.

These actions are performed according to a set of rules, depending
on which type of read operation is being performed and whether
or not a BY statement is present.
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2. COpy variable values to the Logical PDV from the selected
observation in the first data set listed in the MERGE
statement, then the second data set, and so on, until all
data sets have been read, uncompressing the input if
necessary.

since during the optimization of the executable image, the DATA
step processor created machine code that includes the automatic
looping. Thus. unlike Version 5, in which the first program above
used less resources, under Version 6 the relative performance of
these two programs is the same.

3. If end-of-file has been reached for a data set and no

The programs will perform djfferently if there are variables that are
to be initialized to missing (that is, there are variables in the unretained storage areas). If the SAS program does its own looping, the
generated machine code does not include an instruction to execute
the ITM command, and so any variable that is set conditionally
retains its value until it is reset explicitly by the DATA step program.
If the DATA step processor generates the loop, the ITM command
is executed at the appropriate time. Thus, the program need not
be concerned with initialization. Note that statements that cause the
current iteration of the DATA step loop to end (DELETE, RETURN,
subsetting IF) will cause the issuance of the ITM command.

observation is read, the ITM command is executed to set
missing values for variables unique to that data set.

4. Set IN= variables depending on which data sets are read.
When a MERGE statement with a BY statement is executed, the
observations in the data sets listed are merged according to the values of the variables in the BY statement. The following actions are
performed when the MERGE statement is executed:

1. Identify the next observation in each data set.
Conditional Execution of a Read Operation

2. If all the observations to be read represent a new BY

Any SAS read operation can be executed conditionally. For example, suppose the programmer has a SAS data set with a single
observation that contains a constant. This constant value Is needed
for each iteration of the DATA step. The SAS data set can be read
by executing the SET statement only once, as shown below:

group, then do the following:
a. Set the appropriate FIRST. variables to 1.
b. Set all of the IN ~ variables to O.

PROC HEANS DATA:-SALES UOPRINT;
VAR TOTSALES;
OUTPUT OUT=OVERALL SUN=ALLSALES;
RUN;
DATA PERCENTS;
SET SALES;
IF _..IL = 1 THEN SET OVERALL;
PERC!:NT = 100 ... TOTSALES I ALLSALES;
RUN;

c. Execute the ITM command to assign missing values to
variables that will 'not be read from the current data
set.
3. For each data set listed in the MERGE statement having
another observation for the current BY group, do the
following:
a. Set the appropriate IN= variable to 1.

Since variables read from a SET statement are maintained in the
retained storage area of the Logical PDV, they are not initialized to
missing on subsequent iterations of the DATA step. Therefore a
RETAIN statement listing the variables in the data set OVERALL
is not necessary.

b. Copy variable values from the selected observation in
the data set to the Logical PDV, uncompressing the
input if necessary.
4. Identify the next observation to read for each data set and
determine if any more observations are present for this BY
group .. I.f. not,_ set the appropriate LAST ~ variable values to

Referencing a Data Set at Compile Time
It is possible to reference SAS data sets during_ compilation excluFor example,. suppose the programmer wants to add variables to the Logical PDV. even though these variables will not be
read in this DATA step. This can be accomplished by executing the
read operation based on a condition that will never be true. For
example, the following program

sively~

1.

EXAMPLE PROGRAMS
Understanding the rules above can be helpful when writing or
debugging a SAS program with complex DATA step code. The following sections discuss how the SAS programmer can take control
from the SAS supervisor within a DATA step, and how the rules governing the actions of the supervisor and of the read operations apply
under those circumstances.

DATA ..lWLL...;
IF 0 THEN SET TRANSALE NOBS=tLOBS;
CALL SYKPU"T( 'tLOBS' ,PUT(NJ)BS,5.) I;
STOP;
RUN;

sets a macro variable whose value is the number of observations
in data set TRANSALE. The SET statement is never executed
because the IF 0 condition is never true. However, the value for the
NOBS ~ variable (N_OBS) Is supplied at compile time. The only
executable statements in the DATA step are CALL SYMPUT and
STOP.

Reading SAS Data Sets within a Loop
The following program, in which the user has taken control. away
from the DATA step processor by placing the read operation statement inside a DO loop:
DATA TOSELL;
DO UNTIL (LASTREC);
SET INVSALES END=LASTlI.EC;
OUTPUT;
END;
RUN;

CONCLUSION
By gaining a more complete understanding of what happens at compile and execution time_, SAS pmgrammers can make more
infonned decisions so that they can develop more flexible and efficient SAS programs.

will perform identically to this program:
DATA TOSELL;
SET INVSALES;
RUN;

The first two authors can be- contacted at the following address:-
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Figure 2
data sales (drop-discount salesamt)
detail (dro~otsales totdscntj ;
retain totsales totdscnt;
drop unitprce quantity;
set sasdl. transale (drop=trandate);
where unitprce gt 5;
by idno type;

----- salesamt=unitprce*quantity;

r-

if quantity> 10 then discount=round(salesamt* .1,.01);
else if quantity> 5 then discount-round (salesamt* . 05, .01) ;
output detail;

totsales+salesamt;
totdscnt+discount;
if last. type then
do j*output totals'/;
output sales;
totsales=O;
totdscnt"'O;

end/*output totals'" I;
run;

.,j..

.,j..

TOTSAlES
TYPE:N

TOTDSCNT

lENG1H:8

LENGTH:8

TYPE:N

+

IONO
TYPE:C
LENG1H:l

.,j..

+ +

TYPE
TYPE:C
LENGTH:l

UNITPRCE

TYPE:N
lENGTH:8

~
QUANTITY
TYPE:N
LENGTH:8

+

+ +

FIRST.IONO

lAST.lDNO

TYPE:N

TYPE:N

lENGTH:8

LENGTH:8
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FIRST.TYPE
TYPE:N
LENGTH:8

~
lASITYPE
TYPE:N
LENGTH:8

SALESAMT

DISCOltH

_ERROA_

_N_

TYPE:N
lENGTH:8

TYPE:N
LENGTH:8

TYPE:N

TYPE:N

LENGTH:8

LENGTH:8
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